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Abstract: Nowadays, large-scale wind power farms (WPFs) bring new challenges for both
electric systems and communication networks. Communication networks are an essential
part of WPFs because they provide real-time control and monitoring of wind turbines from
a remote location (local control center). However, different wind turbine applications have
different requirements in terms of data volume, latency, bandwidth, QoS, etc. This paper
proposes a hierarchical communication network architecture that consist of a turbine area
network (TAN), farm area network (FAN), and control area network (CAN) for offshore
WPFs. The two types of offshore WPFs studied are small-scale WPFs close to the grid and
medium-scale WPFs far from the grid. The wind turbines are modelled based on the logical
nodes (LN) concepts of the IEC 61400-25 standard. To keep pace with current
developments in wind turbine technology, the network design takes into account the
extension of the LNs for both the wind turbine foundation and meteorological
measurements. The proposed hierarchical communication network is based on Switched
Ethernet. Servers at the control center are used to store and process the data received from
the WPF. The network architecture is modelled and evaluated via OPNET. We investigated
the end-to-end (ETE) delay for different WPF applications. The results are validated by
comparing the amount of generated sensing data with that of received traffic at servers.
The network performance is evaluated, analyzed and discussed in view of end-to-end
(ETE) delay for different link bandwidths.
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1. Introduction
Recently, wind power has gained greater attention with respect to sources of renewable energy due
to the maturity of the technology and its relative cost competitiveness. Wind power farms (WPFs) are
usually scattered in remote areas (onshore and offshore) selected by the wind speed, and in the case of
offshore farms, water depth, and distance to shore. It is important to develop technology to monitor
WPFs with higher capacities as the size and number of wind turbines in a WPF is continuously
increasing. In order to provide real-time control and monitoring, a reliable bi-directional
communication infrastructure is needed. According to their needs, most turbine manufacturers have
developed their own monitoring and control systems due to an absence of a unified communication
architecture. The performance of the system with respect to control and monitoring depends mainly on
the communication capabilities supporting the exchange of real-time monitoring data between the
control centers and the WPFs. Due to the importance of WPF communication infrastructure, the
network should be able to continue to work, even in case of device/link failure. Therefore, WPF
communication infrastructure requires high stability and reliability in order to effectively control the
wind turbines and monitor the local conditions [1]. The communication infrastructure should also
satisfy the bandwidth and latency requirements for proper data exchange and operation of the wind
turbines and the control center.
The conventional WPF communication infrastructure is a switch-based architecture, where
independent sets of switches and communication links are used for different network applications
including wind turbine generator networks, protection and control networks, and telephone and
security networks, as shown in Figure 1. The design of a WPF communication network where all
turbine applications share the same common infrastructure has not yet been considered [2], even
though such a solution could optimize communication within the WPF network and reduce the cost of
deploying independent networks. However, the requirements for different applications should be
satisfied in order to guarantee that the new network configuration is acceptable for use.
Nowadays, there is no unified communications standard available for WPF nor is there integration
of WPFs and smart grids [3]. Also, the IEC 61400-25-2 standard focuses mainly on onshore WPFs and
lacks development for offshore wind turbines, such as floating turbines [4]. We had previously
proposed architectural design, simulation, and evaluation of hybrid communication networks (WiFi,
ZigBee, and Ethernet) for monitoring a large-scale wind turbine [5]. This paper proposes a
communication network architecture for offshore WPFs (a simplified version of this work has been
accepted for publication [6]). Two types of WPFs are studied. The first type are small-scale WPFs
consisting of 10 wind turbines close to the grid while the second are medium-scale WPFs consisting of
20 wind turbines far from the grid. Relative to conventional network architectures where an
independent communication infrastructure is used for different applications, the proposed network
model allows network traffic, such as analogue measurements (AM), status information (SI) and
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protection & control information (PCI), to share a common architecture. With respect to current
developments in the wind turbine industry, we considered the extension of wind turbine logical nodes
for the wind turbine foundation (WFOU) and meteorological data. We defined the latency
requirements of the WPF communication network for different applications. The OPNET modeler [7]
is used for modelling the WPF communication network at different levels, such as those of the turbine
area network (TAN), farm area network (FAN) and control area network (CAN). The modeler is
validated by measuring the amount of received traffic at the control center servers, and the network
performance is evaluated in view of end-to-end (ETE) delay for different link bandwidths.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the wind farm
configuration and the IEC 61400-25 standard; Section 3 explains the proposed wind power farm
communication network; Section 4 presents WPF modeling using OPNET; Section 5 shows the
simulation results; and finally, Section 6 presents our conclusion and future work.
Figure 1. Conventional WPF communication network.

2. Wind Power Farm Architecture
2.1. Wind Farm Electric Topology
Generally, a WPF consists of wind turbines, a local wind turbine grid, a collection point, a
transmission system, and a grid interface to the point of common coupling (PCC). The electrical layout
of the wind farm can be designed with different configurations, depending on the wind farm size
(small-scale, medium-scale, or large-scale) and level of redundancy. For small-scale WPFs, the
expected loss in case of a fault is lower than the extra cost of system redundancy. Therefore, existing
small-scale WPFs do not support system redundancy [8].
Figure 2 shows the layout of a medium-scale offshore wind farm consisting of four radials and two
clusters (each of them with 10 wind turbines) connected to an offshore platform. Electric power cables
with different cross-section areas are used for connections between the wind turbines. An offshore
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transformer is used to step up the voltage, and the total output power from the wind turbines is
transmitted to the shore at the point of common coupling through the transmission system [9]. Since
the cost of laying cables is very expensive, a SCADA communication network uses the same electric
power cables to provide a connection between the wind turbines and the control center. A wireless
backup solution can be incorporated into the communication network design to increase the reliability
of the network. Furthermore, a wireless network can be configured in such a way that communication
network topology is different from the electric power topology [10].
Figure 2. Schematic view of WPF electric topology.

2.2. Wind Farm Communication Topology
The communication topology defines the connectivity between the wind turbines and the control
center. This configuration usually follows the electrical topology of the WPF since the optical fiber
cables are integrated in the submarine medium-voltage cables. However, the fiber optical layout may
be designed in a different way due to the requirements of network redundancy. Most widely types of
communication networks are linear (radial) topology, ring topology and star topology. Some other
topologies are a combination between them. This section gives the basic communication network
topologies in a wind farm. Briefly the advantages and limitation of different network topologies are
explained as follows [10,11]:
•

•

Radial topology is recommended in the case of small installations with a small number of wind
turbines. The turbines are connected in a daisy chain. Each turbine has its own switch. All wind
turbines switches are connected with central switch. In case of one switch failure, the
remaining turbines of the daisy chain are disconnected;
Ring topology is the preferred network topology in view of network reliability and safety. Each
wind turbine switch is connected in a ring structure with a redundant path. The connection is
similar to the radial topology with the addition of an alternative path. In case of a switch failure
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or a connection cable broken between wind turbines, no losses occur in the communication
between the wind turbine and the control center;
Star topology where each wind turbine has its own connection. All wind turbines are connected
directly to a central switch. When a certain connection cable is broken, the connected wind
turbine only cannot work. Furthermore, it is easy to add turbines without the affection of
network as each turbine is connected by a separate link.

2.3. IEC 61400-25 Standard
The IEC 61400-25 standard provides a uniform information exchange to control and monitor WPFs.
The standard is based on the IEC 61850 standard of a substation automation system, and parts one
through six have been currently published. The focus of IEC 61400-25 is the communication between
the WPF components, including wind turbines, and systems that control and monitor the WPF, such as
a SCADA system. The internal communication of the WPF components is outside the scope of
IEC 61400-25.
Table 1 shows the breakdown of the logical nodes (LN) of a wind turbine, and the LNs in turn are
classified into mandatory (M) and optional (O). It is highly recommended that all wind turbine logical
nodes be considered. The LN is a data holder for different types of information related to their
respective components [12]. Each LN contains several attributes, classified into three different
categories: status information, analogue information, and control information. Table 2 shows different
data attributes pertaining to the wind turbine nacelle (WNAC).
The LNs have well known functions and are modelled using a virtual model related to the real
device. For example, LN WROT is related to the wind turbine rotor. We considered that a wind turbine
(WT) consists of nine LNs. The LNs are WROT, WTRM, WGEN, WCNV, WNAC, WYAW,
WTOW, WTRF and WMET, as shown in Figure 3.
Table 1. Types of logical nodes in a wind turbine.
LN Classes
WROT
WTRM
WGEN
WCNV
WTRF
WNAC
WYAW
WTOW
WMET

Description
Wind turbine rotor information
Wind turbine transmission information
Wind turbine generator information
Wind turbine converter information
Wind turbine transformer information
Wind turbine nacelle information
Wind turbine yawing information
Wind turbine tower information
Wind power plant meteorological information

M/O
M
O
M
O
O
M
M
O
O
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Table 2. Types of data and attributes in wind turbine nacelle.
Data

Analogue information

Status information

Control information

Attribute
Dir
WdSpd
WdDir
Ex/InTmp
IntlHum
DispXdir
DispYdir
BecBulbSt
WdHtSt
IceSt
AneSt
SetBecMod
SetBecLev
SetFlash

Explanation
Nacelle orientation
Wind speed outside nacelle
Wind direction outside nacelle
Temp. outside/ inside nacelle
Humidity inside nacelle
Tower displacement (longitudinal)
Tower displacement (lateral)
Status of beacon
Status of heater for wind sensor
Status of ice detection
Status of anemometer
Set modus of beacon
Set bulb light of beacon
Set value of flash duty cycle of beacon

Figure 3. Wind turbine model with logical nodes.

2.4. Requirements for the WPF Communication Network
There are different standards for the communication network requirements of power system,
including IEEE C37.1 for SCADA and automation systems, IEEE 1379 for the interoperability of IEDs
and RTUs, and IEEE 1646 for communication internal and external to the electric substation [13], and in
this work, we consider the communication timing requirements for electric substation automation
based on the IEEE 1646 standard, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Timing requirements for different applications (IEEE 1646 STD).
Information type
Monitoring and control
Protection
Operation and maintenance

Internal
16 ms
4 ms
1s

External
1s
8–12 ms
10 s

The main requirements of the WPF communication network describe latency, bandwidth, and
quality of service (QoS). There are different applications for the information inside of a wind turbine,
and each application has different requirements. For example, the requirement for time delay of the
protection information internal to the substation is of 4 ms and 8–12 ms external to the substation. In
this study, the network bandwidth is configured for 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps, based on that of the Horns
Rev project [14]. For QoS, we assume that all WPF applications have the same priority.
3. Wind Power Farm Communication Network
The communication network architecture of WPF is divided into three levels: turbine area network
(TAN), farm area network (FAN) and control area network (CAN).
3.1. Turbine Area Network
The wind turbine consists of different parts, such as the rotor, generator, blades, etc. Each part is
equipped with different types of sensors, actuators, and measuring devices. A front end (FE) unit with
a condition monitoring system (CMS) is installed inside the wind turbine nacelle, and it consists of a
data acquisition device (sensors and processing units), actuators, main controller, and communication
interface. Each wind turbine is represented by nine LNs including WROT, WTRM, WGEN, WCNV,
WTRF, WNAC, WYAW, WTOW, and WMET, and is based on the logical node (LN) concept
defined in the IEC 61400-25 standard, as shown in Figure 4a.
Figure 4. (a) Structure of the turbine area network (TAN); (b) Communication network
model inside a wind turbine.

(a)

(b)
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Each LN produces different types of data including analog information, status information, and
control information. To keep pace with current developments in wind turbine technology, we considered
the extension of LNs of the wind turbine foundation (WFOU) and meteorological data defined by
Nguyen et al. [4]. Figure 4b shows the communication network model inside a wind turbine.
3.2. Farm Area Network
The WPF consists of wind turbines, a meteorological tower, and control center, as shown in Figure 5.
Most turbine manufacturers include local SCADA systems as a part of the WPF where the SCADA
function is to communicate with the wind turbines, send and receive information, and execute
start/stop commands. The meteorological data include essential information estimated from forecasts
of deviations between energy offered to the energy market and real-time power output [15].
Figure 5. Structure of farm area network (FAN).

3.3. Control Area Network
The main function of the control center is to continuously and efficiently monitor the WPFs. The
local control center (LCC) is dedicated to a single WPF and is responsible for collecting information
from the wind turbines, meteorological masts, and substations. Independent servers are used for traffic
received from different front-end applications of the wind turbines. The control center is designed
according to the amount of information managed, the criticality of data, and the need to utilize the data
in the future [15].
4. Modeling WPF Communication Network in OPNET
In this section, the WPF communication network is modeled using OPNET [7]. The models used for
the wind turbines, wind farm network, meteorological mast, and control center are discussed in more
detail. OPNET allows network design and study of the communication networks, devices, protocols, and
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applications. Note that, conventional WPF architectures use independent communication links and
switches for different applications while our network model has all applications sharing the same
physical link.
4.1. Modeling of Wind Turbine Network
To calculate the network traffic generated inside a wind turbine, we considered 73 analogue
measurements and 29 status indicators for a WT, as shown in Table 4 [5]. Remote monitoring data
from WT sensors and measuring devices shown in Table 5 include temperature, rotor speed, pressure,
pitch angle, vibration, voltage, current, power, power factor, humidity, wind speed, wind direction, oil
level, frequency, and torque. The requirements for measurements of different sensors are calculated
according to Equation (1) by using the sampling frequency (fs) and the number of channels (Nc):
Data rate = 2·Nc·fs

(1)

For example, the instrument that monitors voltage generates 2048 samples/s. The total amount of
traffic is 12,288 bytes/s for three channels with 2 bytes of data for each sample. Table 6 shows the
configuration of turbine area network. More details of the calculation for both analogue measurement
and status information are given by Ahmed et al. [16].
In this work we considered an extension of the LNs for the wind turbine foundation (WFOU) and
meteorological data, as shown in Table 7. The remote monitoring data of the WFOU includes that of
the accelerometer, strain gauge, tilt, Acoustic Doppler Current Profile (ADCP), water level, and water
temperature while meteorological measurements include temperature, pressure, humidity, wind speed,
and wind direction.
Table 4. Measuring requirements for sensor data (wind turbine).
Measurement

Sampling frequency

Temperature
Speed
Pressure
Pitch Angle
Vibration
Voltage
Current
Power
Power factor
Humidity
Wind direction
Wind speed
Displacement
Oil Level
Frequency
Torque
Status

1 Hz
3 Hz
100 Hz
3 Hz
200 Hz
2,048 Hz
2,048 Hz
5 Hz
1 Hz
1 Hz
3 Hz
3 Hz
10 Hz
1 Hz
10 Hz
50 Hz
1 Hz

Total traffic
Data transmission
# of measurement
(bytes/s)
(bytes/s)
2
16
32
6
3
18
200
7
1,400
6
6
36
1,200
2
2,400
12,288
12
147,456
12,288
6
73,728
10
2
20
2
2
4
2
3
6
6
3
18
6
3
18
40
2
80
2
4
8
20
1
20
300
1
300
2
29
58
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Table 5. Sensor nodes and measurement devices of a wind turbine.

LN Classes
WROT
WTRM
WGEN
WCNV
WTRF
WNAC
WYAW
WTOW
WMET
TOTAL

# of
Sensors
14
18
14
14
12
12
7
4
7
102

# of analogue
measurements
9
10
12
12
9
8
5
1
7
73

# of status
Information
5
8
2
2
3
4
2
3
29

P&C information

Merging unit IED Process
and transmit V & I signals from
CT & VT 3-Ф voltage 3-Ф current

6

Table 6. Configuration of turbine area network (TAN).
Level

Application
Data rate
Analogue Measurements (AM) 225,544 bytes/s
Wind turbine network
Status Indicators (SI)
58 bytes/s
Protection and Control IED (PCI) 76,816 bytes/s

Table 7. Measuring requirements for sensor data (meteorological mast).
Attribute name

Measurement
Sampling frequency # of Channel Data (Bytes/s)
Temperature
1 Hz
1
2
Pressure
100 Hz
1
200
Humidity
1 Hz
1
2
Met. mast
Wind direction
3 Hz
1
6
Wind speed
3 Hz
1
6
Accelerometer
200 Hz
3
1200
Strain gauge
10 Hz
3
60
Tilt-inclinometer
10 Hz
2
40
WFOU
ADCP
Data rate 1200 bits/s, Up to 2000 m
150
Water level
1 Hz
1
2
Water temperature
1 Hz
1
2
Total traffic
1670 Bytes/s

Figure 6a shows the architecture of different mapping configurations based on IEC 61400-25-4
standard. Different mapping methods can be used to exchange information between the wind turbine
and control center which are modeled in a server-client model. In our network model, file transfer
protocol (FTP) is selected to transfer the data from wind turbines to the control center. The FTP
protocol is built on client-server architecture and it uses the services of TCP to transfer files from one
host to another as shown in Figure 6b. The wind turbines and meteorological mast are modelled using
OPNET workstations, as shown in Figure 7. The Ethernet protocol is used for the physical layer and
data link layer while the network layer and transport layer adopt TCP/IP. The application layer in our
model is configured for FTP.
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Figure 6. (a) Different mapping configuration based on IEC 61400-25-4; (b) Communication
protocol stack of FTP.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) Application types of wind turbine; (b) Application of meteorological mast.

(a)

(b)

4.2. Modeling the Farm Area Network
We considered two types of wind power farms: small-scale and medium-scale. The small-scale
wind farm consists of 10 WTs and one meteorological tower while the medium-scale wind farm
consists of 20 WTs and two meteorological towers. A switch-based architecture was considered for the
network configuration where each wind turbine switch has a dedicated link to the main wind farm
switch. The distance between the wind farm main switch and the control center is 5 Km. Full-duplex
100 Mbps and 1 Gbps configuration were used for the main communication link.
4.3. Modeling of Control Center Network
The control center has a 3-server configuration with one main Ethernet switch. The three servers are
a SCADA server, a protection server, and a meteorological server, as shown in Figure 8. The SCADA
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server receives the packets for analogue measurements and status data while the protection server
receives the packets from P&C IED devices. We configured the meteorological server to receive data
packets from the meteorological tower installed at the WPF.
Figure 8. Control center configuration in OPNET.

5. Simulation Results
5.1. Performance Metrics
An OPNET modeler is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed WPF communication
network architecture. Table 6 and Table 8 summarize the communication network configuration of
TAN, FAN, and CAN. Network performance is evaluated with respect to the following metrics:
• End-to-End delay (ETE or Latency), which represents the time (in seconds) taken for the packet
to reach its destination or the difference between the creation time of the packet and the time the
packet arrives at its destination along the network path; and
• Server FTP traffic received (byte/s), which represents the average bytes per second forwarded to
the FTP application by the transport layer in the server node.
Table 8. Configuration of FAN and CAN.
Network Part
Wind farm network

Control center network

Network Content
Ethernet switch small-scale WPF
1 Switch
Ethernet switch medium-scale WPF
3 Switches
Link bandwidth
100 Mbps, 1Gbps
SCADA server
1 Server
PCI server
1 Server
Meteorological server
1 Server
Ethernet switch
1 Switch
Link bandwidth
100 Mbps, 1Gbps
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5.2. Network Model Validation
Figure 9 shows the communication network model for a small-scale WPF in OPNET. All wind
turbines are connected to the WPF main switch using a direct link (star topology), and the
communication link is configured with 100 Mbps or 1 Gbps link capacities. First, the communication
network model is validated by measuring the amount of traffic received by the control center servers
and compares it to the amount of transmission data generated.
Figure 9. Network configuration of the small-scale WPF in OPNET.

Figure 10 shows the traffic for different applications received at the control center. In case of the
small-scale WPF, the traffic received for analogue measurements, status data, and protection IED are
2,255,440 bytes/s, 580 bytes/s and 768,160 bytes/s, respectively. In the case of the medium-scale WPF,
the traffic received for analogue measurements, status data, and protection IED are 4,510,880 bytes/s,
1160 bytes/s and 1,536,320 bytes/s, respectively. For the meteorological data, the traffic received at the
meteorological mast server is 1670 bytes/s for the small-scale WPF with one meteorological mast, and
3340 bytes/s for the medium-scale WPF with two meteorological masts. All traffic received at the
control center is consistent with our calculations for both the small- and medium-scale wind farms.
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Figure 10. Traffic received at the control center servers. (a) Meteorological mast and
status information; (b) Analogue measurements and protection information.

(a)

(b)

5.3. End-to-End Delay
We consider three applications in our network model: SCADA, protection, and meteorological data.
Each of these applications requires different response times. Figure 11 shows the average ETE delay
for different applications for a small-scale WPF.
Figure 11. (a) Average ETE delay for small-scale WPF with link BW 100Mbps;
(b) Average ETE delay for small-scale WPF with link BW 1Gbps).

(a)

(b)
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The average ETE delay for SCADA, protection, and meteorological data using a 100 Mbps link
bandwidth are 8.70 ms, 11.75 ms, and 2.02 ms, respectively. Table 9 shows the average ETE delay for
100 Mbps and 1 Gbps link capacities. Comparing the results of Table 9 with the communication timing
requirements in Table 3, the ETE delay of the proposed network model for small-scale WPF satisfies
the requirements of the electric power system for both 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps link bandwidths.
Table 9. Average ETE delay for small-scale WPF.
Link capacity
100 Mbps
1Gbps

SCADA
8.70 ms
0.83 ms

PCI
11.75 ms
1.13 ms

Met. mast
2.02 ms
0.57 ms

The OPNET model for the medium-scale WPF is different from that of the small-scale WPF model.
For the FAN, we consider a configuration with three Ethernet switches—one at the offshore platform,
one for Turbine Cluster 1 and one for Turbine Cluster 2. Both clusters are directly connected to the
offshore platform. The main communication link between the Ethernet switch at offshore platform and
the Ethernet switch at the local control center carries the entire data traffic from all wind turbines and
both meteorological masts.
Figure 12a shows the average ETE delay for SCADA, protection, and meteorological data using a
100 Mbps link bandwidth.
Figure 12. (a) Average ETE delay for medium-scale WPF with link BW 100Mbps;
(b) Average ETE delay for medium-scale WPF with link BW 1Gbps.

(a)

(b)

In this case, the average ETE delay for protection and control data is about 23.62 ms, which does
not fulfill the timing requirement of the power system. This means that a link capacity of 100 Mbps is
not sufficient for a medium-scale WPF. When we consider the 1 Gbps link capacity, the average ETE
delay for different applications is shown in Figure 12b. In this case, the network model satisfies the
timing requirements for an electric power system. Table 10 shows the average ETE delay for a
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medium-scale WPF with 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps link capacities. With respect to SCADA traffic, the
ETE delay of SCADA traffic for individual wind turbines (WT1WT10 for small-scale WPF and
WT1WT20 for medium-scale WPF) are shown in Figure 13a,b for 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps link
bandwidths, respectively.
Table 10. Average ETE delay for medium-scale WPF.
Link capacity
100 Mbps
1 Gbps

SCADA
17.51 ms
1.72 ms

PCI
23.62 ms
2.30 ms

Met. mast
4.21 ms
0.73 ms

Figure 13. (a) ETE delay of SCADA traffic for wind turbines in a small-scale WPF;
(b) ETE delay of SCADA traffic for wind turbines in medium-scale WPF.

(a)

(b)

6. Conclusions
This paper proposes hierarchical communication network architectures for offshore WPFs. Two
types of WPFs are studied: a small-scale WPF consisting of 10 wind turbines close to the grid and a
medium-scale WPF consisting of 20 wind turbines far from the grid. We evaluated the hierarchical
architecture through the OPNET modeler, and the network models were validated by measuring the
amount of traffic received at the servers. We investigated network delay according to different link
bandwidths where it was observed that increasing the link bandwidth from 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps
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offered better performance to various WPF applications. In case of a small-scale WPF with a link
capacity of 1 Gbps, the average ETE delay for SCADA, protection, and meteorological data were
0.83 ms, 1.13 ms and 0.75 ms, respectively. In case of the medium-scale WPF, 100 Mbps did not
fulfill the timing requirements for the power system. The simulation results showed that the proposed
communication architecture with the link capacity of 1 Gbps satisfies the network requirements of a
power system for WPF applications. The proposed network will be extended in order to implement a
reliable communication network for large-scale WPFs in future work.
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